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Previously on Open Research Webinars

SmartCLIDE: The Stairway to Cloud
ReachOut: Beta-Testing Platform for Collaborative Research Projects
BaSyx: Making Industry 4.0 easy with Eclipse BaSyx
Extensible Traceability Management with Eclipse Capra
Sat4j: from the lab to OW2 with and for Eclipse
PDP4E: From engineering methods and tools for privacy compliance to a community of open models
DECODER: A New DevOps Toolbox for Software Code Exploration and Analysis
FASTEN: Scaling Static Analysis to Ecosystems
ActiveEon: from Models to MLOps
On-going research to fuel and enhance Eclipse Steady
MORPHOMIC: Cloud computing optimization platform
POOSL: Early system architecture validation with Eclipse POOSL
Cloud-Computing for Dummies
Spoon: A Library for Implementing Analyses and Transformations of Java Source Code
Agenda

- Introduction & Welcome
  - Olivier Bouzereau (OW2) & Marco Jahn (Eclipse Foundation)

- SPADE: A multi-purpose physical-cyber agri-forest drones ecosystem for governance and environmental observation
  - Aristotelis C. Tagarakis (iBO/CERTH)

- NGI Search: The need for trust and privacy in search, discovery and indexing
  - Mirko Presser (University of Aarhus)
  - Nina Doklestić (FundingBox)
  - Aurora González Vidal (Murcia University)

- Wrap up
  - Marco Jahn (Eclipse Foundation) & Olivier Bouzereau (OW2)
We are recording...

The talks will be recorded.
Please mute your mic and turn off video if you wish to remain anonymous.
Asking questions

- Please raise your virtual hand(*) in zoom
- Or add the question to the chat

(*) From the Participants list
Eclipse Foundation and OW2 Announcements

EclipseCon 2023

Important Dates
- April 17: submissions open
- June 2: early-bird submission deadline (more info here)
- June 16: final submission deadline
- July 1(approximately): program chosen, and submitters notified

Ludwigsburg, Germany | October 16 - 19, 2023
The Call for Proposals is open!

https://www.eclipsecon.org
Eclipse Foundation and OW2 Announcements

Eclipse SAAM 2023 on Cloud to Edge Continuum
Security | AI | Architecture | Modelling

October 17th

Co-located with

Save the Date!

https://events.eclipse.org/2023/esaam2023/

Technical topics of interest in Cloud Computing
- Security and Privacy
- Artificial Intelligence
- Architecture
- Models and Services

Important Dates
- Paper Submission Deadline: June 25
- Acceptance Notification: July 31
- Camera-Ready Paper Submission: September 8
- Conference Date: October 17
Eclipse Foundation and OW2 Announcements

OW2 will be at Open Expo Europe, **May 18 in Madrid** to present the community, the Good Governance Initiative and the NGI Search project.

Save the date! The next OW2 Annual Conference will take place on **June 14-15, 2023 in Paris** Châtillon.

Join the OW2 village and meet some of our members during the Open Source eXperience Paris on **December 6-7, 2023 in Paris**.
SPADE: A multi-purpose physical-cyber agri-forest drones ecosystem for governance and environmental observation

Aristotelis C. Tagarakis (iBO/CERTH)
We will be back after the summer break

opensourceinnovation.eu
info@opensourceinnovation.eu